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AUDIENCE: GENERAL

SOLUTION BRIEF:

Using AMD EPYC™
processors in an optimised
infrastructure for running
computational fluid
dynamic workloads

INTRODUCTION

The use of Computation Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has
widespread applications. Ranging from Aerospace to
Meteorology to Chemical Engineering - essentially,
Computational Fluid Dynamics is a tool found in any
industry where the flow of liquids or gasses over surfaces
needs to be analysed. CFD has become an integral tool in
the industrial research & design processes - replacing
expensive physical modelling in driving the pace and
lowering the cost of innovation. A High-Performance
Computing (HPC) cluster can often be the critical
ingredient for industrial enterprises where time and cost
are the difference between success and failure against their
competitors.

THE BUSINESS CASE

Although Computational Fluid Dynamics is designed to
replace costly and time-consuming physical modelling,
many companies fail to realise its full potential due to sub-
standard implementation. CFD simulation and modelling
software require the correct blend of computational
resources to power the numerical analysis and algorithms
that simulate, analyse and solve problems in the fluid flow.
These algorithms are extremely complex in themselves,
and depending on the desired complexity and accuracy of
the model can often end up taking days or weeks even
with the most powerful HPC clusters.

It makes sense that a well designed and administered HPC
cluster can make the difference between a successful and
optimised CFD solution and an unnecessarily expensive,
inefficient one that hampers the design process, time to
market and ultimately, an organisation's edge over its
competitors. ClusterVision provides a range of services and

hardware solutions which are tailor-made to match an
organisation's CFD workload and provide the best possible
blend of performance, budget and support.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• A successful CFD implementation requires a well-
configured mix of hardware, software and system
administration

• CFD can impact an organisation's time to market
and, by extension, its competitive edge

• CFD is often more practical than much more
expensive physical models as physical methods
don’t lend themselves well to iterative design.
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THE SOLUTION

Depending on the complexity analysis or model, the type and amount of computational
resources required need to scale. ClusterVision's solutions are bespoke and built based on the
client's budget and performance requirements. We design and implement HPC clusters
allowing for scalable performance since the computations of the fluid dynamics workload is
shared over the combined power of multiple servers rather than a single machine allowing
for fast, consistent results.

In terms of hardware, we pay particular attention to the critical factors that affect the speed
and accuracy of computational fluid dynamic workloads. One major factor is the ratio
between the CPU core count in the cluster and the amount of addressable memory. A
second key factor is how to avoid bottlenecks in the bandwidth between the CPUs and the
DRAM. A third key consideration is to ensure that the network communication between
servers is as fast as possible to avoid network bottlenecks.

While parallel in nature, CFD workloads do not scale by simply throwing more compute
resources at the workload unless supported by the proper ratio and availability of the various
memory architecture types. ClusterVision's partnership with AMD plays an essential role in our CFD
solutions by utilising the latest Milan X generation of AMD EPYC™ processors, which provide an
excellent blend of core count, L3 cache, and memory bandwidth. A typical architecture for CFD
looks like:

COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS HPC CLUSTER ARCHITECTURE
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CONCLUSION

Using AMD EPYC™ processors with up to 64
cores and 768MB L3 cache, it is possible to
achieve significant performance without the
bottleneck penalties. The AMD Milan X series
addresses 8 DDR channels per CPU using 128
PCIe lanes maximising the capability of the
compute power.

The result for Computational Fluid Dynamic
use cases is a significant improvement in
calculation times by up to 100% compared
with using processors with lower CPU cores
and L3 cache size.

If you would like to know about how ClusterVision can accelerate and support your CFD workloads, contact sales:

For Computational Fluid Dynamic use cases, we serve the following industries as well as others:

ClusterVision specialises in the following HPC services:
Design and implementation of HPC server infrastructure for most workloads

HPC Consultancy
Remote Managed Services and Support

Tel: +31 (0) 20 214 2142
sales@clustervision.com


